College of Letters & Science Forms

The following is a list of commonly used UCSB College of Letters & Science forms and petitions:

- **Late Add Form** = to add a course after the published deadline.
- **Late Drop Form** = to withdraw from a course after the published deadline.
- **Proposed Schedule for Graduation (PSG) Form** = to register beyond 200 units.
- **Retroactive Drop (Withdraw)** = to withdraw from a course after the published deadline.
- **Retroactive Add** = to add a course after the quarter has passed.
- **Incomplete** = to receive a grade of Incomplete (and make up the work).
- **And More L&S Petitions...**
- Some forms may require Departmental Instructor Codes - [PBS Instructor Codes](#).

Need help? [Click HERE to contact College of Letters and Science academic advising.](#)